
CDT Equity Program Term Sheet

CDT actively partners with Public Housing 

Authorities (PHAs) across the country to help 

them preserve and expand affordable housing 

opportunities in their communities while 

retaining long-term control. 

CDT currently owns approximately 

4,000 units in mission-aligned 

partnership with PHAs.
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INVESTMENT GOALS

Provide liquidity and recurring cash flow to 
support the mission and capacity of our PHA 
partners

Improve the lives of our residents and the stability 
of our communities

Preserve or create long-term affordability and 
ensure long-term control of properties by our PHA 
partners

Proactively address properties’ long-term capital 
needs 

Achieve steady and stable cash-on-cash returns

100+ units per property, with preference for larger-
scale and portfolio acquisitions (smaller property 
sizes considered in high-cost markets)

TARGET PROPERTY SIZE

TARGET GEOGRAPHIES

CDT invests nationally across all markets

TARGET PARTNERS

High-performing, mission-focused PHAs

INVESTMENT TIMEFRAME

Long-term

TARGET INVESTMENTS

Public Housing, RAD and RAD-like conversions

Market-rate properties where new affordability 
regulations can be created

At-risk workforce housing

New construction development opportunities

LIHTC Year 10-15 (fee simple and GP interest 
acquisitions)

Project-based Section 8/HUD properties

Other state/municipally regulated housing

TYPICAL STRUCTURE

CDT is typically an 80-90% limited partner/
investor member of a joint venture partnership. 
Partnership structure can be flexible depending on 
PHA structure and local/state requirements.
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CDT provides uniquely long-term, 
mission-oriented capital to partner with 
PHAs to achieve their objectives. 

Example Partnerships with 
Public Housing Authorities

CDT partners with PHAs to acquire market-rate properties and create long-term 
affordable housing

CDT provides equity capital to: 

Purchase market-rate properties with PHAs and 
place new long term affordability restriction on 
units, protecting existing residents and benefiting 
future residents

Facilitate long-term PHA control of the 
properties and expand PHA footprint and impact

Fund physical improvements and establish 
reserves to meet each property’s long-term needs

Generate steady, stable ongoing cash flow for CDT 
and our PHA partners, supporting PHA operations 
and services benefitting residents on-site and 
throughout the PHA’s portfolio

FEATURED PARTNERSHIP

Since 2015, CDT has partnered with the Austin 
Affordable Housing Corporation (“AAHC,” the 
non-profit affiliate of the Housing Authority of the 
City of Austin “HACA”) to acquire market-rate 
properties to create and preserve affordable housing 
in this rapidly growing and increasingly unaffordable 
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Asher Apartments, Austin, TX

metro. Together, CDT and AAHC have completed 
$225 million in these transactions, including nearly 
$50 million of direct CDT investment. We have 
acquired over 1,700 units in partnership with HACA 
and created affordability in more than half of these 
units for the long-term.



CDT provides PHAs with long-term equity to exercise their rights under pur-
chase options/ROFRs

CDT provides equity capital to: 

Facilitate our PHA partners’ execution of purchase 
options/ROFRs they may hold in their portfolios

Enable PHA to retain long-term control of property 
and any future recapitalizations

Preserve, extend, and expand affordability in PHA’s 
portfolio by collaborating with our private and 
public partners

FEATURED PARTNERSHIP

In 2020, after being selected through a 
competitive RFP process, CDT partnered with Maiker 
Housing Partners (“Maiker,” the non-profit affiliate of 
Adams County Housing Authority in the Denver 
Metro) to assist Maiker in executing a purchase option 
on a 252-unit LIHTC property. 
CDT invested over $8 million of equity capital in the 
$42 million transaction. CDT and Maiker were able to 
increase the proportion of units serving very low-in-
come residents and capitalized nearly $2 million in 
immediate repairs and capital reserves. 
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Toscana Apartment Homes, Westminster, CO

CDT provides uniquely long-term, 
mission-oriented capital to partner with 
PHAs to achieve their objectives. 

Example Partnerships with 
Public Housing Authorities



CDT collaborates with PHAs on RAD and RAD-like transactions to 
revitalize public housing 

CDT provides equity capital to: 

Leverage substantial private financing for large-scale RAD and RAD-like 
conversions

Fund full-scale property renovations to ensure the long-term quality 
and stability of critical and irreplaceable public housing 

Enable our PHA partners to retain control over valuable public housing 
resources and share in the economic benefits of ownership, supporting 
their capital needs and ongoing operations/services portfolio-wide

Significantly benefit current and future residents’ quality of life with 
apartment renovations, high-quality amenities, and social services

Ensure stable long-term operations with building system upgrades, 
energy efficiency measures, and professional affiliated or third-party 
property management

FEATURED PARTNERSHIP

CDT is part of Pact Renaissance Collaborative, a team of 
mission-aligned developers and investors selected  through a 
competitive RFP process to partner with the New York City 
Housing Authority (“NYCHA”) on a 1,700+ unit RAD 
conversion throughout Manhattan. Our terms investment 
leveraged $380 million in public and private financing. 
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Interior Rendering, PS 139, Manhattan

The transaction will fund $272 million in substantial 
rehabilitation to units, building systems, and thoughtfully 
designed amenities and common spaces. NYCHA remains the 
owner of the properties, which are leased to the CDT 
partnership under a long-term lease agreement, and shares in 
the economic benefits of ownership under our partnership.

CDT provides uniquely long-term, 
mission-oriented capital to partner with 
PHAs to achieve their objectives. 

Example Partnerships with 
Public Housing Authorities


